
Sounds 
SOUND DESCRIPTION

BE-doop

f  Short Inhale Tube doors sliding open. 
Short, sharp, loud, unison inhale. Akin to a gasp.

doodoodoodoodoo

hchhhh The doors start to close. 
The ‘hu’ of ‘huge' (or ch of German ‘ich’) but lower the pitch by making mouth large and dropping the 
tongue (but lips remain in an ‘oo’ shape). Sustained.

DVfff Doors slam closed. 
An initial accent using the D onto the voiced ‘V’, then morph into a quiet “fff”. Initially resonant but quite 
short. 
Roughly in unison.

K Doors lock 
As rhythmically tight as possible, as loud as possible. Unvoiced, back of mouth using as little breath as 
possible. Aim for unison; the result will be as together as old tube doors are!

f  Long Exhale

Gu-gung gu-gung

Current note on a voiced ‘v’ sound

sshhhhhh

vvvvvv 

 eeeeeee / 
zzhhhh / vvvvvvv 

The train slowing to a stop. 

 
Roughly in unison.

The train enters the station and begins to slow down. 
Slide down from high to low. If there is time, you can restart the sound, each time from a slightly lower 
starting note, and slightly quieter. 
For example: 

Train wheels running over rail joins. 
Low, spoken. This should vibrate in your chest. 

 
As close to unison as possible.

Tube begins to move. 
‘zh’ as in Zsa Zsa Gabor. A cross between a ‘j’ and a ‘ssh’. Phonetics: ʒ  Voiced. 
Begin on a low note, then slide up to a mid-range note and hold. 
For example: 

 
When you need to breathe, repeat a narrower, shorter version of the same gesture by starting slightly 
higher than the last time. 
Roughly in unison.

Sound signalling the doors are about to open. 
A quick, mid-range minor third descending with an accent on the first note. 
For example: 

Sound signalling the doors are closing. 
Mid-to-high-pitched, continuous. 
For example: 

 

Breaks release. 
Start with an accent and decay. Slight wheeze welcome! 

Zzhhh



The train stops. 
The sound that results from opening your mouth and releasing the breath from whatever you were doing 
before.

tsk A short sucking noise made by suddenly releasing the tongue from the hard palate (often used to express 
disappointment). 
When train is stationary, roughly in unison. Otherwise not.

uh A short voiced grunt as if just shoved. Begins with a glottal. 
CAPITAL LETTERS: add extra annoyance (and volume) 
When train is stationary, roughly in unison. Otherwise not.

*cough*

urgh A short, low, voiced grunt of irritation / disgust. 
CAPITAL LETTERS: slightly predatory, add unpleasant sleaze. 
When train is stationary, roughly in unison. Otherwise not.

*low grumble* Expression of irritation at the mere existence of others. 
Fairly quiet, low, wordless. Between a grunt and a mumble.

oooh (+pitch) Ooh on the note given. A different register can be used as long as the register is unanimous. Use a tuning 
fork or similar if necessary. Breathe where necessary, staggered if possible. 
Feel like you are trying to hold the sound in the front of your mouth.

ooowWAH

ooo…orrr Gradually morphing from ooh to “awe”, and sliding from a G to a Gb 
Slowly tipping the vibrations into the back of your mouth. Let this feeling inform how you morph into the new  
pitch.

orrr (+pitch) “awe” 
Holding the sound in the back of your mouth.

??ooooo?? Choose a neighbouring note to Gb  (approximate). Microtones welcome.

f  WA Acting as a short accent to end the previous note. Ugly, like a bark. 
Unison

EEEEEEE As high as possible while as loud as possible. Nasal. Breathe and retake on the same note as necessary. 
Start immediately on visual cue.

b-dp Dripping / heart 
Unvoiced consonants. Not too resonant, not too percussive. Relaxed mouth, rhythmically tight. 
Not in unison

SOUND DESCRIPTION

A distortion of sound due to moving past something quickly.  
Begin on the note already established, then open your mouth and send the sound outwards for a sudden 
accent. For example: 

 
Repeat at random from the same starting each time, varying the start note length. 
Not in unison.

A distortion of sound due to moving past something quickly.  
Begin on the note already established, then open your mouth and send the sound outwards for a sudden 
accent. As your mouth is changing shape, slide the pitch gradually upwards over not more than a minor 
third. 
For example: 

 
Repeat at random from the same starting note each time, varying the start note length and vowel-transition 
speed. 
Not in unison.

ooowWAH

  eeeeeeA

Single cough. 

 
CAPITAL LETTERS: worsen the cough 
When train is stationary, roughly in unison. Otherwise not.

Ahhhhh 

Start high, slide down in pitch, ending in an accent on “ah” 
For example: 

 
Sound feeling like it travels from nose to mouth and out.



hulululu Make a tube shape with your hand. Puff cheeks out and exhale through hand-tube on hululululululu… for 
the length of your breath. On an exhale unless specified. 
Not in unison 
Feel your breath all the way through your hand.

“Short INHALE” Effectively a gasp. 
Unison.

DOODOODOODOO An alarm. 
Comfortably high. Loud, relentless. Not in unison

#######KHK####### White noise. 
Similar to “hchhhh” - the ‘hu’ of ‘huge' (or ch of German ‘ich’) - but high and loud. Sustained but varied - 
keep changing mouth shape to mimic the white noise of an old untuned TV.

#######SHH####### White noise. 
High and loud. Sustained but varied - keep changing mouth shape to mimic the white noise of an old 
untuned TV.

SHH Unforced unlike #######SHH#######, more natural in tone and shape.
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